Chancellor White to Discuss the Crisis in Education
June 16th Meeting Addresses State and Region's Long Term Competitiveness

The Citizens University Committee will hold a special June breakfast meeting on Wednesday, June 16th and feature UCR Chancellor, Timothy P. White, as he discusses the "Crisis in Education." For the past fifty years, one of California's highest priorities has been education. However, access is becoming more difficult, costs are higher and opportunities are no longer equal. Come hear our Chancellor's perspective on this serious subject and learn what we can do to turn this around. The meeting is held at 7:15 (program at 7:30) and is held at the UCR Extension Center. Cost is $18 for CUC members and $22 for non members. Click here for more information.

Location! Location! Location?
How Will Shifting SoCal Housing Demands Affect You?

The Blakely Center for Sustainable Suburban Development Lewis Seminar Series is presenting "Major Shift Coming in Southern California Housing Demand?" Panelists will discuss how changing demographics, economic conditions, legislation and environmental planning will alter housing demand. Held on Monday, June 17th, from 5:30 - 7:30p.m. in Room B of UCR Extension, the seminar is free and open to the public. The distinguished panel will feature UCR Professor David Swanson, Metrostudy Director Steve Johnson, and former Los Angeles Councilman Michael Woo. Reservations requested. Click here for more information.
**Backstage Hollywood Secrets**

**Writer Amy Wallace Spills All at Affiliates of UCR Meeting**

Join the Affiliates of UCR for lunch on Monday, June 7th from 11:30a.m.-1:00p.m. in room D of the UCR Extension Center. Writer Amy Wallace, who has written for Esquire, Vanity Fair and the New York Times will be discussing celebrity culture and press publications in her talk "Fame and its Discontents: The Star-Making Machinery That Shapes Hollywood Journalism." Wallace has worked in press for over a decade and come to specialize in the relationship between journalists and celebrity popularity. Cost of the lunch and lecture is $18 for members and $22 for non-members. For more information and to RSVP, [click here](#).

---

**Don't Break a Sweat, Let Us!**

**Free Disposal of Bulky Household Items on Campus**

Once again, UCR is teaming up with the City of Riverside Public Works Department and Keep Riverside Clean and Beautiful to offer area residents, students and campus staff the opportunity to drop off bulky trash items. This event is full service. Just pull in, and we will unload your car or truck for you! The event, to be held on Saturday, June 19th from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm, will be held in UCR parking lot 24 (on Canyon Crest Drive, near the old football stadium). It's not too late for spring cleaning so take another look at that garage! [For more information, check out this flyer](#).

---

**UCR to Solve World Hunger?**

**Science Lecture Series Wraps Up June 3rd**

The College of Natural & Agricultural Sciences will be hosting it's last lecture in the Global Climate Change series. "The Food Challenge: Waterproof Rice & Other Solutions" will feature UCR Professor Julia Baily-Serres speaking on the development of flood resistant grain for poor farmers in Asia and Africa. Rice is the primary food source for over half the population and is now being engineered to survive environmental pressures. Learn about this fascinating new research on Thursday, June 3rd in room 302 of the Highlander Union Building. The lecture is free to the public and lasts from 7:00pm - 8:15pm. For parking and further information [click here](#).
How Does Your Dream House Look?

On-Site Exhibition Curated by Lisa Henry

The modern home provides an integration of landscape, architecture, and the environment in a fashion championed by contemporary artists Susanna Pozzoli, Sheila Pree Bright, Stella Kalaw and Lauren Woods. UCR's California Museum of Photography will explore American domesticity with curator Lisa Henry by examining photography, video and new media. The works exhibited illustrate the challenging visions adopted for home design as a representation of personal geography. Admission is $3 for the general public, viewable during the museum's operating hours of 12:00p.m.-5:00p.m. beginning June 3rd. For snapshots from the exhibit and more details, click here.

Have a Wonderful Summer!

Newsletter Enjoying a Vacation

"You're Invited to UCR!" thanks you for your support during the 2009-2010 year, and hopes you have connected to the campus through the variety of unique and meaningful events open to the public. We look forward to informing you of the exciting events of the 2010-2011 year in September. Enjoy your summer, you can be sure that we will too! We appreciate your Highlander pride!
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